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WE DESCRIBE an algorithm which, given almost any commutator p of weight m in the free 
group on k letters, constructs a k-component Brunnian link of circles in Iw3 which has the 
same Alexander’s module as the trivial k-component link, but has a non-trivial Massey 
product of weight m. Consequently these links are not even topologically I-equivalent to 
any homology boundary link. If fi contains no repeat symbols then the corresponding link is 
not even link-homotopic to a trivial link! 
0. HISTORY AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 
The Alexander Module of an m-component link L of circles in S 3 is a powerful algebraic 
invariant of the ambient isotopy class of L. It determines the collection of Alexander ideals 
and Alexander polynomials. Their careful study has been obstructed by the difficulty of 
computing them. Let us say that L has rrioial Alexander’s module if its module is the same as 
that of the m-component rivial link. In the early 196Os, R. H. Fox defined the sub-class of 
boundary links and observed that their Alexander’s ideals are trivial. He asked whether or 
not these were equivalent for 2-component links [4, Problem 163. N. Smythe introduced the 
category of homology boundary links and observed that these had trivial Alexander ideals Ej 
fori < m L-141. Smythe conjectured that the vanishing of the (first) Alexander polynomial of 
a 2-component link should imply that L be a homology boundary link [S, $51. In the late 
1970s J. Hillman exhibited a link whose entire Alexander’s module is trivial, yet which is not 
a homology boundary link [S, 463. His examples are ribbon links and hence concordant to 
the trivial link. He asked whether or not the vanishing of E,_ 1 for an m-component link 
would imply that L be concordant to a homology boundary link [S, pp. 63-641. He also 
proved that E,_ 1 (L) = 0 is equivalent o each of the following (G = rrl (S3 - L), and F is 
free on m letters): 
(a) for each n, G, G”/G,, + l G” = F, F”/F,, + , F” 
(b) the longitudes of G lie in n,“, i G,G”, 
this being a generalization of an earlier theorem (for m = 2) of K. Murasugi [lo] [6. $51. 
This was interesting because the quotients G, G”/G,+ i G” as well as the quotients G,, G, + l
were known at that time to be concordance invariants [lS], and their nature controlled by 
Milnor’s ji-invariants [9]. The vanishing of the full set of Milnor’s invariants is equivalent o 
G,/ G, + 1 = FnIFn + 1 and the vanishing of a certain subset of the invariants is equivalent (for 
m = 2) to (a) above [16][9][10][11]. In $5 of [I], the author exhibited 2-component links 
satisfying (a) and (b) above, but which have non-zero b-invariants, implying that they are 
not concordant to any homology boundary link. 
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In the present paper, we show how to construct k-component links whose entire 
Alexander’s modules are trivial, but which are not (k 2 2) concordant to a homology 
boundary link because they have non-trivial j-invariants. For k 2 6, we have examples 
which are not even link homotopic to the trivial link!! This puts to rest any hope of using the 
Alexander module to characterize homology boundary links up to concordance. Moreover, 
what we are really showing is that the Alexander’s module is much weaker than previously 
expected (increasingly so for increasing k) and in particular “controls” the behavior of very 
few of the j-invariants. 
We refer the reader to [S] for definitions of Alexander module A(L), the ideals E,(L), the 
polynomials Ai as well as boundary and homology boundary links and link con- 
cordance. We refer the reader to [8] for a discussion of link homotopy and to [9] for the j- 
invariants. 
In $1, we outline an algorithmic procedure for “growing” a k-component Brunnian link 
L(p) given a “commutator” /J of length m in the symbols x,, . . . , xk. In Theorem 2.2 
we show that if /l is not a “generalized” simple commutator, then the longitudes of L(p) 
will lie in the second derived group G”. In 3.1 we derive an explicit presentation of 
G=n,(P -L(B)) and show that “the longitudes lying in G”” suffices (for these links) to 
ensure that the map II/: F + G, given by sending xi to an ith meridian, induces an 
isomorphism $“: F/F” x G/G”. It then follows directly from a theorem of R. Crowell that rj 
induces a isomorphism between the Alexander’s modules [2]. In $4, we discuss the degree to 
which L(b) is non-trivial. If k = m then we show that j(1,2, . . . , m) = f 1 so that any such 
L(b) is homotopically essential (Theorem 4.2). In 4.3 we give the simplest such example. In 
4.7, using results of Cl], we show that, in case k < m, if/l satisfies a non-degeneracy condition, 
then L(p) will have a non-zero ii-invariant of weight m. Degeneracy may be decided 
algorithmically. Theorem 4.9 establishes that non-degenerate jl exist for all k 2 2 and even 
m 2 8. Finally we sketch an argument hat “many” /l are non-degenerate, but fall short of 
proving what we expect is the case, namely that the degenerate B are extraordinarily rare. 
Finally, let us say that there seems to be no reason that the polynomials of Vaughn Jones 
should be “trivial” on these links but, given the current search for a link which these fail to 
distinguish from a trivial link, it would be interesting to calculate the Jones polynomial for 
some of the links herein [7]. Jim Hoste informs me that he has done this for families related 
to 2.3 and has observed some fascinating behavior. 
1. SOME INTERESTING LINKS. 
In this section, we describe an algorithm for constructing interesting links. This 
algorithm was introduced in [l] in order to describe a class of links which are “atomic” for 
Milnor’s ,ii-invariants in the same sense that monomials are “atomic” for functions (Taylor 
series). 
Let d be the set of letters {xiii = 1, . . . , m). 
Definition 1.1. A l-bracket is an element of s/. An n-bracket is a symbol (pi, b2) where 
B1 is a k-bracket (1 5 k <n) and fi2 is an (n-k)-bracket. Thus (xi, xi), ((xi, x,), (x,, x1)) 
and (((x2, x3), x4), x5) are brackets of weight 2,4 and 4 respectively. The underlying sequence 
B of a bracket /3 is the obvious sequence of elements of ~4 obtained by deleting the 
parentheses of /I. The bracket a being a sub-bracket of j3 will mean the obvious thing 
B=((...(ar,a),.. . ). Suppose a =(a1 , az) is a sub-bracket of p. An orientation recersal 
changes the n-bracket /l to another n-bracket which differs from /3 only in that a specified 
sub-bracket (aI, a2) is replaced by (a2, a1 ). A bracket is said to be trivial if, after a sequence 
of orientation reversals, it contains a proper sub-bracket of the form (r, a). 
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Now, given any non-trivial bracket p of weight n > 1, we shall describe a binary planar 
tree Tr(/3) whose vertices are labeled by sub-brackets of /?. The tree may be “grown” as 
follows. There is a “root vertex” labeled /I. Any vertex labeled 2, where a = (xi, SC,), spawns 
two descendants (vertices) labeled xl and x2 and two edges connecting them to x as shown 
in Fig. 1.2a. An example, Tr(((.u, y), (X,(X, J)), (y,(_u, y))) is shown in 1.2b, where we have used 
“=.YI,?‘=_Y2. 
a. 
Fig. 1.2 
b. 
For clarity, we draw our trees with the root at the bottom, with descendants above their 
ancestors, and with the branching respecting the natural left-to-right ordering in’/?. Note 
that Tr(/?) has exactly n vertices labeled by l-brackets (called initial since they will 
correspond to longitudes), and that Bmay be read off the top of the tree (left to right). There 
is a bijection between the vertices of Tr(/3) and the set of sub-brackets of fi, where different 
occurrences of bracket a (as a sub-bracket) are considered to be different. Similar trees have 
been used by R. Fenn and D. Sjerve [3]. 
The tree Tr(/?) will serve as a guide for constructing a link z(B) together with specific 
Seifert surfaces for the components of 1. Roughly, a vertex u(a) (if a # B) will correspond to 
an oriented circle c(a) embedded in lR3. If a = (xi, a2) (a # j?) then the edges joining c(r) 
to u(al) and u(az) will correspond to punctured torii S(a,), S(a,) which are Seifert 
surfaces (bounding surfaces) for c(al), c(a2) respectively and whose oriented intersection is 
c(a) = S(a,)nS(a,). 
Suppose now that B = (/Ii, /12) is a non-trivial n-bracket. We shall describe z(p) by a 
“growth” procedure parallel to that for Tr(P). First, the part of the tree consisting of the 
root vertex u(p), its immediate descendants u(& ), u(/?~) and the edges between, corresponds 
to a right-handed Hopf link labeled as in 1.3a. Now since Tr(/?) is obtained from 1.3a by 
“branching” at a non-root vertex a = (a,, a,), it suffices to describe the corresponding 
enlargement or “branching” for L(p). So we assume that we have defined a labeled, oriented 
link i corresponding to a tree with a labeling an outer-most vertex and so that there is a 
corresponding circle labeled a (hereafter called c(a)) in the link. Corresponding to the tree 
growth in 1.2a, enlarge Las follows. Choose a tubular neighborhood T(a) about c(x) which 
is small enough to be disjoint from the rest of L. Then, inside T(a), replace the circle labeled 
a. b. 
Fig. 1.3 
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r by 2 circles labeled zi and a2 as shown in 1.3b. This is called Bing-doubling L’ along c(x). 
Tr(P) yields an oriented link of w(B) (weight (B)) components labeled by the same labels 
which appear on the initial vertices of Tr(fl). However, there is much more structure to keep 
track of. Notice that, inside T(r), c(zi) and c(az) bound Seifert surfaces S(a,), S(cx,) which 
are punctured torii with the property that S(xi)nS(a,) is identified with c(x). This is 
depicted in Fig. 1.4. ,\ I” a - 5 / 1 ..” 41 /, 0 - q \’ 
S(q) 
Fig. 1.4 
Let c+ (a) denote a copy of c(a) pushed off S(r,) in the + normal direction and pushed 
off of S(r,) in the - normal direction. We may consider that c+(a) lies on d(T(r)) as the 
“longitude” of T(a) and that the interior of the annulus spanning c(a) and c+ (a) is disjoint 
from S(r,)uS(a,). Then any Seifert surface for c+(a) may be assumed to be disjoint from 
the interior of T(a). 
Thus, to each vertex u(a) which is not the root or one of its immediate descendants, there 
corresponds a circle c(a), a push-off c+(a), and a punctured torus S(a) whose oriented 
boundary is c+(a). Moreover, if a = (ar, az) is not the root then S(a,)nS(a2) = c(r), and 
c+(a) is defined using S(a,) and S(a,). Here c(z) is oriented so that (c(a), n,, n2) is the 
orientation on S3, where ni is the positive normal to S(ai) i = 1,2. The push-offs C’ (pi) are 
defined separately (as the unique longitudes). 
Hence we have created a system of labeled circles and surfaces, all of which “live 
simultaneously” in S3 - i(p), and whose combinatorial intersection pattern exactly mimics 
the structure of Tr(P). An example is given in Fig. 1.5. This definition of z(p) will suffice as 
Xl x2 
9- 
RQ 
x4 X3 
(9 x5 
a 
i(Ux,, x2). (X5, c*4. x3)))) 
Fig. 1.5 
long as flcontains no repeated letters. For, then the initial vertices have distinct labels and 
we define L(B) to be the oriented, ordered link whose ith component is the unique c(xi) in 
i(p). (If xi did not occur in s, let c(xi) be a trivia1 circle embedded far away from the other 
components.) The reader might like to verify that L((al,(az, a3))) and L(((a,, a,), x3)) are 
isotopic as ordered oriented links. This follows from the directly verifiable fact that it is true 
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if w(q) = 1 for i = 1,2,3. However, if /? does have repeats, then there may be several 
components labeled c(.q). We shall describe a procedure to band together all circles labeled 
xi in L(p), and then define ,5(/I) as the resultant. Notice that 2 has w(p) components and is 
essentially already in a presentation as an w(b)-bridge link [13]. In particular, the local 
picture given by the solid lines in Fig. 1.7 is accurate. First band together all components 
labeled _yi as shown in Fig. 1.7 by the dotted lines. Then band together all components 
labeled .x~ as shown in 1.8 (go under all previous bands). These bands should respect the 
previously defined orientations, so that it may be necessary to put a right-handed half-twist 
in any given band. Ifxi does not occur in p, define c(q) trivially as above. The result is a link 
L(p) which has m-components where m is the cardinality of d (and L(b) has a bridge 
presentation with w(D) bridges). 
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Fig. 1.7 
Fig. 1.8 
It is necessary to distinguish certain conjugacy classes of elements of n1 (S3 - L(p)) and 
to establish elementary relations among them. If o(a) is a non-root vertex of Tr(,!?) then the 
solid torus T(r) is defined. The boundary of T(a) lies in S3 -E(/?) and contains two 
preferred oriented embedded curves, the longitude (already defined and oriented), and the 
meridian, which may be assumed to lie in S3 - L(B). Let m(a) be an element of 7zi (S3 - L(B)) 
(hereafter denoted G) obtained by joining the meridian of T(a) to the base point along a 
path which we do not specify now (all choices are conjugate). A fixed choice will be called a 
basing of m(a). Similarly define I(a) to be a basing of c+(a). 
All statements below are with regard to conjugacy classes in G = rri (S3 - L(B)). 
FACT 1.9. If /I = (/II, j12) then l(bl) = m(&) and I(p2) = m(B1). 
This fact is obvious from Fig. 1.3a. 
FACT 1.11. Zf a = (al, az) is a proper sub-bracket of 8, then m(a) = [m(a,), m(a2)]-‘. 
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This is shown by observing that m(z) bounds a punctured torus in T(z) - T(x,) 
- T(r,) as shown in Fig. 1.12. This sign is a consequence of our convention for orienting 
S($ ) n S(x, ). 
Fig. 1.12 
FACT 1.13. If a1 is a proper sub-bracket of /I?, then there is a unique sub-bracket x2 such 
that either (zl, a*) or (az, a, ) is also a sub-bracket of/?. [“this a = (a,, a2) (or (a,, x1 )) is also 
a proper sub-bracket, then /(a,) = [m(r,), l(x)]-’ (or I(r,) = [m(a,), l(a)]). 
Here we are saying that, for any element in the conjugacy class of [(a,), there exist 
elements in the conjugacy classes of m(z,), l(a) such that the statement is precise. The circle 
I(a,) bounds the punctured torus S(a,) as shown in 1.4a. Moreover, there are embedded 
circles (a, b) on S(a,) which intersect in one point, and such that b is isotopic to m(r2) and a 
is isotopic to f(a). Fact 1.13 then follows after taking into account our orientation con- 
ventions (see $3, $4 of Cl]). 
PROPOSITION 1.14. Suppose a = (a,, a2) is a proper sub-bracket of /?. Then Meg’. 
If a = (aI, at) J’S any sub-bracket of/l then m(a,)EG’ unless w(a,) = 1. If w(aI) > 1 and 
w(a2) > 1 then m(a)EG”. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. If a = [r,, Q] is a sub-bracket ofp then I(a,)EG’ unless z = j3 and 
w(a2) = 1. 
Proof of 1.14. The first statement is Fact 1.11. Note that these facts make sense for 
conjugacy classes. In the second statement, we may assume z = p = (pII &) and ~(8, ) > 1. 
Then PI = (PII, a12) so m(P1)EG by our first statement. The last statement follows 
trivially. 0 
Proofof1.15. Suppose a = p so I(q) = )(/II) = rn&) by 1.9. If w(a2) = w&) > 1 then 
m(/12)EG’ by 1.14. Now suppose r is a proper sub-bracket of /3, and apply 1.12 to rl. Cl 
PROPOSITION 1.16. Suppose a is a proper sub-bracket of j?. If a has a sub-bracket xl, then 
m(a,)rzG” implies m(a)EG”. 
Proof of 1.16. Repeatedly apply 1.11 until m(r) is expressed as a commutator 
involving m( cxl ). cl 
2. WHEN DO THE LONGITUDES OF L(B) LIE IN G”? 
For simplicity, at first let us restrict our attention to the case that p has no repeated 
symbols, so &!I) = I,(/?). As noted in Fig. 1.7, L’(a) is a w(B)-bridge link. A choice of basings 
for the meridians (m(xi)li = 1, . . . , w(p)> gives an epimorphism $: F(x,, . . _ , x,) + G. 
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Define a generalized simple n-bracket (GSB) to be any bracket of the form (xi, a) or (1, xi) 
where a is a GSB of weight n - 1. A generalized simple l-bracket is merely a l-bracket. Note 
that all n-brackets n = 1,2, 3 are GSB, but ((x,, x,), (x,, x4)) is not a GSB. The following 
alternate characterization is readily verified. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. a is not a GSB ifand only ifit contains a sub-bracket (aI, a2) such that 
w(ai) > 1 i = 1, 2. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose /I = (PI, B2) is a non-trivial bracket where W(Bi) > 1 for i = 1, 2 
and at least one of{pl, p2} is not a generalized simple bracket. Then the longitudes of L(/.?) lie 
in G”. 
Example 2.3. The bracket of smallest weight satisfying the hypotheses of 2.2 is a 6- 
bracket ((x,, x,), ((x3, x,), (x5, x6))). The link corresponding to this bracket is obtained by 
Bing-doubling each component of the Borromean Rings and is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
Fig. 2.4 
Proof of 2.2. We may assume, without loss of generality, that /I1 is not a GSB. Therefore, 
by 2.1, PI has a sub-bracket a = (aI, IQ) such that w(ai) > 1 for i = 1,2. Then 1.14 implies 
that m(r) lies in G”, and hence Meg” follows from 1.16.Thus I(&)EG” by 1.9. 
CLAIM 1. If a1 is a sub-bracket of j&, then l(al)EG”. 
Verification of Claim 1. Let a1 be a sub-bracket of maximal weight for which the Claim 
fails. By our remarks immediately above, aI # flz, hence is a proper sub-bracket of /12. Then 
1.13 applies to aI to yield l(a,) = [m(a,), l(a)* ‘1 where a is a sub-bracket of p2 of weight 
greater than w(aI). But by assumption, l(a)EG” so l(a,)EG”, contradicting our choice of 
a,. This establishes Claim 1. 
CLAIM 2. Zf xi is a sub-bracket of /?I then log”. 
Verification of Claim 2. By 1.13 there are unique sequences xi = a1, a2, . . . , a, = /.I1 
and cr, . . . , CT,,, _ l of sub-brackets of /I1 such that aj+ 1 is either (Zj, Uj) or (ajv c(i). Since zI is 
a GSB and a, is not, there is somej, 1 <j < m such that aj is a GSB and aj+ 1 is not a GSB. 
Since aj + 1 = (al, Oj) or (uj. aj), w(aj) is necessarily at least 2, and consequently m(aj)E G’ by 
1.14. Moreover, since aj + 1 is a proper sub-bracket of /3,1.15 ensures that I(rj+ r)eG” unless 
aj+l = a, = /I1 and w(&) = 1. But the latter is prohibited by the hypotheses of 2.2. Finally, 
1.13 implies that l(aj) = [m(uj), l(aj+I)* ‘1, from which we conclude that I(aj)eG”. 
Applying 1.13 to aj, we see that I(r,)aG”, 1 I K I j, and, in particular, that I(xi)EG”. This 
completes the verification of Claim 2. 
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The claims imply 2.2 immediately since any sub-bracket of fl is a sub-bracket of either /II 
or /3,. If _‘ci does not appear in F, then recall that c(.Y~) was defined to be a trivial knot far 
away from the rest of L(B) so obviously /(xi) is trivial in G itself. 0 
Remark 1.5. NOW consider the case that fl does have repeated symbols. For each 
i= 1,. . . .m,let {xii.. . . , xi”, } be the subsequence of p consisting of the n, occurrences of 
the symbol xi. Define elements m(xij) as shown in Fig. 2.6 where the basepoint is the 
readers nose. Let F, be the free group on the set {_yijl 1 < i I tn. 1 <j 5 ni). and let 4: 
F, +G (n,(S3 -L.(b))) be the homomorphism defined by the m(xij). Since L(b) is presented 
in 1.8 as a \Q)-bridge link, 4 is an epimorphism. We may consider I(xij) to be a loop shown 
in Fig. 2.6. Thus m(.xij) and I(xij) “correspond” to the meridians and longitudes of the link 
L(p) (before banding). Note that the torii used in 1.9, 1.11 and 1.13 could have been (and 
were) chosen to be disjoint from the bands. The longitudes of the ith component of L(p) are 
clearly products of conjugates of the I(xij), so they will certainly lie in G”. Hence 
Theorem 2.2 holds for general /?. 0 
Fig. 2.6 
3. PRESENTATION OF G G”. 
In this section we show that, under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, the link L(p) will 
have the same Alexander’s Module as the trivial link of as many components. Specifically, 
we will consider specific presentations for the link groups and show that a homomorphism 
II/: F(x,, . . . ) x,) + G defined by based meridians induces an isomorphism between F/F” 
and G/G”. Then theorem of Crowell discussed in $0 then implies the desired result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose fl = (PI, fi2) is a non-trivial bracket with w(pi) > 1 for i = 1,2 and 
at least one of { /J1, & } not a generalized simple bracket. Then there is a homomorphism 
$:F(x,,...,x,) --, G, defined by meridians, which induces an isomorphism between FfF” 
and G/G”. 
Theorem 3.2 in the case that flhas no repeated symbols will follow directly (via 2.2) from 
Theorem 3.1 below. The necessary modifications for general /? will be discussed at the end of 
this chapter. The following result must be known to experts, but we present our own proof 
in order to modify it for the general case at the end of this chapter. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose L is an m-component link which admits an m-bridge presentation. 
Then G z 7tl (S3 - L) has a presentation with generators x1, . . . , x, and relations [xi, wi] 
i= )... 1 ,m where $: F(x,, . . . , x,) + G sends xi to an ith meridian and wi to an ith 
longitude. 
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Proof of 3.2 from 3.1. Under the conditions of 3.2 we have II/: F + G, an epimorphism 
whose kernel is the normal closure of {[xi, wi] )i = 1, . . . , m> where $(wi) = Ii. By 2.2, 
lieG”. Let 4” be the induced map F/F” +G/G” and n: F+ F/F”. Since $( F”) = G”, kernel 
($“) = rr(kernel($)). If ZE F, let z* denote its image in F/F”. Then, for each i, w* lies in the 
subgroup of F/F” normally generated by { [xj, wf J ) j = 1, . . . . m). Consequently each of 
lies in the intersection of the lower-central series of F/F”. Since F/F” is residually-nilpotent 
(see pp. 63, 66, 71, 110 of [S]), each wt = 1. It follows that II/” is an isomorphism. z 
Proof of 3.2. Consider the projection of L with m local maxima, m local minima. We 
shall examine the Wirtinger presentation of G (e.g. [13]). For this purpose we label the 
oriented “arcs” of the projection of the ith component by {xii11 <j I n(i)} where n(i) may 
often be abbreviated as n. The generator of G obtained by travelling from the reader’s nose 
directly to the arrow (labeled Xii), under the arc xii, and returning to the nose, is denoted 
also by xii (see Fig. 3.3). Note that for technical purposes there is one redundant label 
x11 Xlnlll X2d21 x21 X3A3l x31 xml xm,nWn) 
jc;i ‘rc-?c m )x-y 
Fig. 3.3 
xi1 = -fin for each i. For 1 5 j I n - 1, there is a unique arc passing over the ith component 
and separating xij from xij+ i. Denote it gij and also let gij denote the corresponding 
Wirtinger generator, oriented so that Xii+ i = iijxijgij. There is a slight confusion since, as 
unoriented arcs, gij = x,~ for some (k, I) but, as elements of G, gij = (xkI)* l. Our choice of gij 
forces it to be “in the direction of” the orientation of the ith component as shown in Fig. 3.4. 
f 
xii 
/ 
9ij \ 
/ 
xi,j+ 1 
\ 7 
L/ 
1 
Fig. 3.4 
The Wirtinger method implies that G is presented with generators (Xii/ 1 <j < n(i)) and 
relations {xi1 = xinti) and xii+ 1 = gijxijgij 11 5 i -< m, 1 lj I n(i) - l}. Define Ic/: 
F(x,, . . . , x,) + G by @(xi) = xii. Now let li = fly:: gij. Note that I represents a 
parallel of the ith component although not necessarily a longitude. This abuse of notation is 
harmless ince, for some m, $(x7&) is an ith longitude and [Xi, li] is conjugate to [xi, X~~i]. 
It is a consequence of the above relations that xin = &xi, Ii for each i. Add these m relations 
to the above presentation. Let xibtiJ be the generator corresponding to the arc containing the 
local minimum on the ith component. Call such an arc “ascending” if its terminal endpoint 
is at least as high (with respect to the height function) as its initial endpoint (see Fig. 3.5). 
xib ascending 
Fig. 3.5 
xib descending 
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Otherwise call it descending. For each i, we may now delete the relation 
-vi.b* 1 = gibXibgib if xib descending 
xi.b = ~i,b-IXi,b_Igi,b_l if xib ascending 
(3.6) 
since the reader may easily verify that this relation is a consequence of the others. Thus we 
arrive at a presentation P, of G which has {xijj as generators and the following as relations 
(1 I: i 5 m): 
(a) xi1 = xin 
(b) Xi,j+ 1 = jijXijgij* if 1 ~j I b(i) - 2, or j = b(i) - 1 if b(i) is descending 
(c) Xij = Sij-Yij+ ISij, if b(i) + 1 IjS n(i) - 1, or j = b(i) if b(i) is ascending 
(d) -Yin = Eli, Ii. 
(3.7) 
Note that we have rewritten some of the relations (c) so that each relation of type b or 
c expresses an “arc” as a conjugate of an “arc” which has “greater height” with respect o the 
bridge presentation height function. This will presently be made precise. Clearly then, 3.2 
will follow if we can progressively eliminate generators xij(j # 1, n) using relations of type b 
and c until only xi1 , xin remain, and all relations of type b and c have been discarded. What 
must be verified. of course, is that, as we eliminate the xii and rewrite the gij, we never have 
.~i.j+ 1 = Gijxijwij where wij contains an occurrence of x~~+~! 
We shall define a “height” for each word in the symbols lij using the height function 
corresponding to the bridge presentation. We may assume that all crossings (double points) 
occur at distinct heights, so there is some integer C such that the height of each crossing is 
k/C for 0 I k I C, and the height of each local maximum is 1. Define the height h of a 
Wirtinger arc to be the maximum of the heights of its two endpoints (which are double- 
points), where we agree that -Yil and xin share an endpoint at the local maximum. We can 
then define h(xij) = h(x,‘) to be the height of the corresponding arc, and the height of a 
non-empty unreduced word in the Xij to be the minimum of the heights of its letters. Thus we 
have 
II(x~,~+ 1) < h(xij) ifj = b(i)- 1 and b(i) descending. 
h(xi.j+ 1) <: h(xij) if 1 <j I b(i)-2. 
h(xij) < h(Xi,j+ 1) if b(i) + 1 5 j -< n(i) - 1. 
h(xij) < h(xi.j+ 1 ) if j = b(i) and b(i) ascending. 
(3.8) 
confirming our earlier assertion that, as regards relations b, c of P,, , in all cases the generator 
on the left-hand side is rewritten as a conjugate of a generator of greater height. 
INDUCTION STATEMENT 3.9. For each k, 0 5 k 5 C, there is a presentation Pk of G with 
generators 
and relations: 
{Xii\ 1 pi 5 m, 1 <j s n(i), h(xij) 2 k/C) (3.10) 
(4 xil = Xi” 
(b) xi./+1 = gijxijgij if 1 <j I b - 2, or j = b - 1 if b(i) is descending; 
(c) Xii = gijXij+ 1 sij if b + 1 S j 5 n - 1, or j = b if b(i) is ascending; 
(d) xi” = ckxil Ii, 
(3.11) 
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where here h(xij) 2 k/C and h(xij+ i) 2 k/C, of course; such that 
for each relation of type b or c in 3.11, the height of the word on 
the left-hand side (h(LHS)) is less than the height of the word 
on the right-hand side ()I(RHS)). 
(3.12) 
Moreover, Pk is either identical to P, _ 1 or is obtained from Pk _ , by deleting one generator, 
one relation, and rewriting I,_ 1 using that relation, the result being called I,. Here I, = fi 
from 3.7. 0 
First note that the veracity of 3.9 would imply 3.1 since the only generators of height 1 
are xi1 and xi,,. 
Verijication for k = 0. Clearly P,, agrees with 3.7 so it only remains to check 3.12. 
A local picture of a general crossing, *, is necessarily one of those shown in Fig. 3.13. 
Fig. 3.13 
Since gij = Xpq * 1 for some (p, q), h(gij) = h(x,,) > II(*). In the first two pictured cases, 
h(*) 2 h(xi, j+ 1 ) as long asj+ 1 # b(i). Ifj = b(i)- 1, then the inequality still holds if b(i) 
is descending. Clearly the first two pictured cases occur exactly when 1 <j < b(i)- I. 
Hence, using 3.8, we see that, for relations of type b in P,, h(LHS) < h(RHS). In the 
second two pictured cases h(*) 2 h(xij) unlessj = b(i) in which case we need that b(i) be 
ascending. Thus 3.12 holds for type c relations also. 
Proof of Induction Step. Suppose that 3.9 is true for k < C. There are some values of k 
for which there is no -u,, with h(x,,) = k/C. For these, k let Pk+ I = Pk so 3.9 is trivially 
satisfied. In the other cases, there is exactly one x,~ with h(x,,) = k/C (and t # 1, n). Thus x, 
occurs as a generator of Pk and occurs precisely once as a LHS of a relation R of type b in Pk 
or a relation of type c. Moreover, x,~ cannot occur as a letter in RHS of any relation of type b 
of c of Pk since h(RHS) > h(LHS) by 3.12, and h(LHS) 2 k/C = h(x,,) by assumption! 
Define Pk+ I by deleting x,, from the generators of Pk, deleting R from the relations of Pk, 
and by using R to replace all occurrences of x, in lik and r, I. Since the relations of types b 
and c for Pkcl are a subset of those for Pk, 3.12 holds for Pk+ 1. This completes the proof 
of 3.1. cl 
Now we indicate the proof of 3.2 for general E In this case L(B) is an m-bridge link where 
w(p) = m but the number of components is less than m. For simplicity, we shall only indicate 
a proof for 2 component links, the general case being identical. Index the components of 
L(p) so that the ith is banded to the (i + 1)st for 1 I i < k - 1 to form the first component, 
and for 1 < i I m - k - 1 to form the second component. Call the Wirtinger generators of 
L(p) {Xij(l <ilk, 1 lj<n(i)} and {y,,Jl <i<m-k, 1 <j<n(i)). The Wirtinger 
method (see Fig. 3.14) then shows that these also generate G = 7ci (S3 - L(b)), with relations 
as in 3.6 and 3.7b, c (but not 3.7a, d), together with two cycles of relations {xi1 = xtn, 
x21 = x3,9 * . . , Xkl = x 1 {Yll =YLTY21 = 1” 9 ya 3nr * * * 9 ykl = y:,} where y;,, = a~,,& The 
important features of the c(, p, y are that, since they arise from bands of the 2nd component 
passing beneath bands of the 1st component, they will be words in the {xi1 , xin} and they 
become trivial if and when we set xi1 = xl1 Vi. Now induction 3.9 may be applied to 
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eliminate the relations of type b, c and their corresponding enerators, leaving only the two 
cycles of relations (unchanged), and the relations of 3.6 (which are now drastically re- 
written). The reader should be able to convince himself/herself that the transformed 
relations 3.6 are bi_Yin~i = &xi, 6, (and similarly for the y’s) where oiSi = wi is a word 
representing a parallel of the corresponding component I(xi) of L(b). Thus G is generated 
by (Xil,Xinll <i<k}u{yir,yim)l <i<m-k} with relations: 
Xin 
il 
=Wixilwi l~i_<k 
lin = TiYil zi lli<m-k 
(3.15) 
together with the two cycles of relations. The cycles of relations may now be used to 
eliminate the generators { Xin, Yin >, leaving only {xi1 , yi, } and two “cycles” of relations R, 
and R,: 
i 
1 =.u,,w,x*rw~,l =xzlw3x31w3,. ..) 1 =xklwlxI1wl 
1 = y;,i,y,,zz,1 = j$J3y3tz3,. . . , 1 =y;_k,rZtyrrZt. 
(3.16) 
Now we have derived an epimorphism 4 from FB = F (Xii, yi, ) (a “ Big” free group of rank 
m) to G, whose kernel is the normal closure of R, u R,. The key result of $2 is that, under the 
conditions of 2.2, the “longitudes” I(Xi). I(yi) (longitudes of the components before banding) 
lie in G”. Now define the true meridian map t,h: F ( x1 t, y, r ) + G and the inclusion i: F + F, 
so that 4oi = $I. Modulo the second derived subgroups, we have diagram 3.17. 
,, ti” G -. 
‘\ “\ i \ \ \ n 4’ (3.17) 
&WC, ),I 
If g is a group element, let g* denote its image in the group modulo the second derived 
group. Then, since 4(Wi) = [(Xi) and a = I(y,), w: and zt are in Kernel (4”). Therefore 
the map ?L in 3.17, taking Xii to x1 1 and yi, to y, r, makes the diagram commute. This shows 
that $” is an epimorphism. Let gi = rr(wt) or n(zt) as the case may be. Since (b: F” + G” is 
onto, ker(#‘) = (R:, RF) so ~(ker4”) is contained in (a(R:), z(RF)). In particular each 
gi lies in the normal closure of the set 3.16 (that is their images under n(*)). This set is 
~C~~~~s~l~ C%Iys219.. . 9C%lrd, ChI,gIl,. . . ~C~II~sm-klI (note that the 
a, B, . . . , y finally vanish!). Consequently each gi lies in the intersection of the lower-central 
series of F/F”, so each gi = 1. But then kerJI” c rr(ker@‘) is trivial since the latter is trivial. 
Thus $” is an isomorphism, completing the proof of 3.2 for all /3. 0 
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4. THE NON-TRIVIALITY OF THE LINKS r(B). 
In 9 1 we described an algorithm to create links whose Alexander’s Modules were shown 
($243) to be that of trivial link of as many components. Now we shall distinguish these 
links from the trivial link by showing that, for some n, G/G, (the quotient by the lower- 
central series) is not isomorphic to F/F,. This in turn is detected by the non-vanishing of 
one of Milnor’s j-invariants or, equivalently, a Massey product [8,9, 11. In the case that @ 
has no repeated symbols, we are able to show non-triviality of each of the L(p) of 3.2. In the 
general case, given B, an algorithm is given which will decide whether or not the appropriate 
Massey products vanish, and we offer examples and our assurance (but not proof) that the 
algorithm will almost always result in non-triviality in the general case. 
Let us begin with the case that fl has no repeated symbols. We should remark that 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If L is any link satisfying the hypotheses of 3.1 then L is a trivial link iflL 
has vanishing ji-invariants. 
So that, in some sense, the ,ii-invariants are the only way to detect non-triviality. We can 
now prove one of the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose p = (PI, /3*) is a bracket with underlying sequence x,x2x3 . . . x,,, 
where w(Bi) > 1 for i = 1,2 and at least one of the /Ii is not a generalized simple bracket. Then 
the m-component, m-bridge, Brunnian link L(B) has the same Alexander’s Module as the trivial 
m-component link, but is not link homotopic to any homology boundary link because Milnor’s 
homotopy invariant ~(123 . . . m) is + 1 on L(B). 
The reader is referred to [8,9] for a discussion of link homotopy and p-invariants. 
Proof of 4.2. L(j.?) is an m-component iterated Bing-double of a Hopf link. Since the 
latter has i(12) = + 1, the former has p(123 . .‘. m) = + 1 by Theorem 8.1 of Cl]. Since the 
j-invariants with no repeated symbols are homotopy invariants, L(B) is not homotopic to 
any link all of whose p-invariants vanish [8,9]. But it is known that the @invariants of any 
sublink of a homology boundary link are identically zero. Now appeal to 3.2. 3 
Example 4.3. For any m 2 6, let p1 = (xi, x2) and & = ((x,, x,), a) where 5 
= xgxg . . . x,. Then p = (B1, Bz) satisfies the hypotheses of 4.2. The sequence of links L(p) 
with o = (x5,(x,, . . . (x,_ 1, x,) . . . )) is shown Fig. 4.4. 
Using 4.3 for fixed m and varying 6, one can easily see that the number of distinct 
homotopy classes of ordered, oriented m-component links with trivial Alexander’s modules 
is surprisingly large and grows with m. 
It is interesting to note that m = 6 is “best possible” for the phenomenon of 4.2, in the 
sense that, for any link, the ji-invariants of length less than 6 are “controlled” by the 
Alexander’s Ideals (e.g. [16]). In particular, any link of 5 or fewer components which has 
trivial Alexander’s module is null-homotopic. 
Now suppose that p is a general m-bracket containing the symbols x,, . . . . sk 
for k < m. Call B minimal if B = (Plr(&, PJ)) or B = ((Bz, P3), Pi) where 
w(fii) L max(w(j?,). w(&)) and w(/3i) I w(&) + ~(8~). Every B is equivalent to a unique 
minimal B’ via the moves (P1, UG9 & )I ++ ((PI, Bz 1, P3 ) and (PI 9 (BzT A 1) ++ Wr PI 1, P2 )(so B 
equals j?’ up to cyclic permutation). These notions were introduced in [l]. According to 
Theorem 7.4 of that paper, 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. If fi is a non-trivial (see $1) minimal m-bracket containing symbols 
Xl,... x,, then L(j) is a k-component Brunnian link for which the j-invariants of weight less 
than m vanish. 
Moreover, as discussed in $6 of Cl], for any such link and any sequence I = i, i, . . . i,,, 
where ijE{ 1,. . . , k}, the integer jiL(ilil . . . i,) is equal to a sum of linking numbers 
njlk(l(rj,, l(a{)) (njEZ) where l(a{) are unions of circles in S3 - L(p) (called l(a) in $1 - $2) 
(xi, ri) is a non-trivial minimal m-bracket whose underlying sequence agrees with I (up to 
cyclic permutation) and such that, for differing j, no two (x( , r$) are equivalent. Here, we 
mean the equivalence relation generated by the above moves and orientation reversals (see 
$1). Thisformal decomposition of j(I) into a sum of “higher-order linking numbers” indexed 
by the non-trivial equivalence classes of minimal “bracketings of I” is independent ofL, and 
was presented algorithmically in $6 of [ 1) and called a Formal Massey Product Expansion. 
Call a minimal m-bracket /I = (p, , f12) in k letters degenerate if, for each sequence I (of length 
m in k letters) the coefficient nj of lk(l(/?,), 1(/I,)) in the Formal Massey Product Expansion 
of j(I) is zero. Thus, a bracket is non-degenerate exactly when lk(l(fi,), l(bz)) makes a non- 
trivial contribution to the value of some ii-invariant of some link. Degenerate brackets seem 
to be rare, but there are two degenerate brackets of weight 7 in 2 letters. 
PROPOSITION 4.6 If fl is a non-trivial, minimal, non-degenerate m-bracket, then L(B) has a 
non-zero j-invariant of weight m. 
Proof of 4.6. By hypothesis there is some sequence I so that jiL(I) is a sum of “minimal 
m-linkings” where the coefficient of lk(l(jI,), l(jIz)) is non-zero. But by Theorem 7.10 of [I] 
the other linking numbers are zero (this should be intuitively obvious that only the “original 
Hopf link” contributes a non-zero linking number); and clearly { l(jI,), I(/&)} is, in our case, 
a Hopf link. q 
THEOREM 4.7. If j? = (/3t, /.3z) is a minimal, non-degenerate m-bracket with at least one /ri 
not a generalized simple bracket, then L(f?) is a k-component Brunnian link whose Alexander’s 
module is trivial, but which has a non-zero ii-invariant of weight m. 
As examples, using some calculations of [l] we can show: 
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THEOREMS 4.9. Suppose k 2 2, m 2 4. There is a Zm-bracket /I such that L(a) is a k- 
component Brunnian link which has trivial Alexander’s module but has a non-zero ji-incariant 
of weight 2m (hence is not topologically I-equivalent to a trivial link). 
Proof of 4.9. It suffices to consider k = 2 since then adding trivial components will 
produce examples for larger k. For m 2 5, consider the Zm-bracket p = (/Ii, jIZ) where 
Pi = 82 = ((.x1,(x1,(x1, . . . 9 (x1, x,)))), (x,, xl)). The proof of Theorem 5.5 of Cl] estab- 
lishes that there is some link (Fig. 5.6a of Cl]) with a non-zero j-invariant of length 2m. 
Although the links presented there arise via Bing-doubling on a Whitehead link, 7.10 and 
the remarks preceding 7.11 of [l] apply to show that these links possess a single non-zero 
2m-linking (in this case, the self-linking lk(l(j?,), l(bz)‘)). Consequently, (pi, p2) is non- 
degenerate!! Hence L(p) is the desired 2-component link. For m = 4, see Example 7.7 
of [l]. 0 
Remarks. The parity restriction in 4.9 is merely a technical condition. The bound on m is 
sharp for k = 2 because for 2-component links the ji-invariants of length less than eight are 
“controlled” by the Alexander’s module. For k 2 3 we can get down to m = 3 as is shown by 
the following example. 
Example 4.10. Take p = (((xi, x,), (xi, x,)), (x,, xs)). Then L(B) is a 3-component link 
which is obtained from the 6-component link in Fig. 2.4 by adding 3 bands. Then L(b) has 
trivial Alexander’s module by 3.2. If p is shown to be non-degenerate, then L(B) will have a 
non-zero G-invariant of weight 6. In fact ji(321231) is t_ 2 for L(p), as can be seen directly, or 
by calculating the formal Massey product expansion as in $6 of [l]. 
Finally, we will argue for the rather startling statement hat “for most” /I, the link L(p) 
has trivial Alexander’s module and non-trivial b-invariants!! Indeed, given any b = (/Ii, jZ) 
we had no difficulty constructing a link for which the triviality of the module was dependent 
on whether the longitudes It lay in G”, which in turn was dependent upon whether the /Ii, 
thought of as commutators in the free group, lay in F”. But clearly, in a strong sense, almost 
all commutators of length m lie in F” and this becomes more true as m increases. On the 
other hand, the j-invariants vanish only when the longitudes lie in G, for each n, which is 
seemingly equivalent o the Bi lying in F, for each n, which, of course, they do not (in fact see 
4.1 for the case /? has no repeat). We never explicitly related the words wi of 3.1 to the 
“words” pi, but the reader has no doubt surmised the strong connection, The problem with 
this last reasoning is that, due to the bands used to construct a general L(B), the longitudes 
will be equal to a product of commutators and hence there is opportunity for cancellation. 
Dually, sometimes an m-bracket (commutator) is what we have called degenerate, so that 
the corresponding higher-order linking number does not affect the j-invariants. Thus we 
need to show that the number of non-degenerate equivalence classes of (minimal) 
m-brackets is approximately the same as the total number of (minimal, non-trivial) 
equivalence classes. We cannot do this accurately as of this writing. However, a crude lower 
bound for the former is the number of “linearly-independent” ,ii-invariants of weight m 
(which was calculated in [12]). Using a crude upper bound for the latter, we find their ratio 
to be asymptotically greater than l/m (k fixed, increasing m). 
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